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By reading this document, you assume all risks associated with using 

the advice given below, with a full understanding that you, solely, are 

responsible for anything that may occur as a result of putting this 

information into action in any way, and regardless of your 

interpretation of the advice 
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Introduction 

Hello, it’s me! Eleanor Prior Affiliate Marketer and this is my story, Wife 

to McDreamy, Crazy lady as our 5 kids refer to me AKA mom in a 

blended family, only biological child from a bi-racial marriage whose 

parents are in their 70’s and both with health issues makes money at 

affiliate marketing in my spare time (if you can refer to my time as 

spare).  So sometimes I am delusional and pretend that I am the 

biological Kryptonian mother of Clark Kent, and I do have a kryptonite, 

make that multiple kryptonites, wine and McDreamy.  

Ok, maybe not my whole story just what I do to generate anywhere 

between $400-1300 a month in affiliate commissions and growing ….  I 

tell you this and the above so you know my time is limited. But the 

most important thing is no matter how busy I am, I try to be consistent 

and perform tasks daily that will help me grow my business to generate 

funds.  Funds sometimes I squander and feed into Dallice’s ( 9 yr old 

AKA the Ours) Littlest Pet Shop addiction, another story for another 

time. 

One the next page you will see a screen shot of my earnings from 

November 1, 2014 – April 4, 2014. 
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I classify myself as a mom blogger but not your typical mom blogger 

(although, there may be a perception about typical but I think we’re all 

pretty unique in our own right, don’t you?)    

So let’s start with the tools I use, I will be sharing resources with you 

throughout this report, some are free and some are paid.  If they are 

paid I promise it is an affiliate link I am sharing with you.  With that 

said, if you choose to purchase any of the tools I share with you in this 

report, I would like to extend my gratitude by saying “Thank You” for 

purchasing off of my affiliate link.  I am grateful, because I know how 

hard it is to come by your hard earned money! 

Forgive me if you already know some of the things I am going to share 

with you that I do, but I want to make sure that I am as detailed as 

possible for those who may not know.  

Home Base and Basics 

My home base is my WordPress.org blog site and in order to have it, 

this is where I incurred my first 2 expenses on line.  You probably 

already heard how easy WordPress is but, then you went to set it up on 

your own and it was all “Geek” to you, right?  Same here. 

In order to have a Wordpress.org site you need a domain and hosting.  

If you don’t own your domain already you can purchase it from 

NameCheap. I have my hosting at A2 Hosting and the folks over at A2 

Hosting will be real friendly and probably walk you through the one 

click install using a WordPress script.    However, you will still need to 

know how to install a theme (I am a total premium WordPress Snob 

and the only themes that exist in my world are StudioPress), create a 

blog post, upload media, add categories and tags, etc.  There are a 

number of courses and FREE resources online to learn how to use 

WordPress but, my favorite is WPZero.  You will have access to video 

http://eleanorprior.com/
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tutorials showing you how to set up your WordPress site correctly, that 

you can refer back to at any time you heart desires. 

Now you have a place for your content to live that you can monetize.  

There are a few ways to monetize your site:  Google Adsense, Affiliate 

Links, Ads, PLR (Private Label Rights), Sponsored Posts and your own 

Products. I am sure there are more ways, but those should be enough 

to give you ideas for your site.   I have a few sites and I monetize them 

all with affiliate links and some I add Google Adsense (so far a 

whopping eleven dollars and change via Google Adsense).  I make the 

bulk of my income from affiliate marketing. 

RSS = Real Simple Syndication and your new Bestie. After you have set 

up your WordPress site you will want to go to Feedburner.com and 

create your RSS Feed.  We will come back to the RSS Feed shortly. 

The next important thing is your auto responder, my favorites are 

Aweber and Get Response.  You will need an offer to entice people to 

hand over their email to you, so you can sell to them.   Some easy ways 

to do this is by creating a free report, PLR (I have included PLR 

resources in the resource section), email series, videos, etc. that have 

value around your niche.   

The next thing you will want to do is make sure you have all your social 

media profiles set up and optimized for SEO purposes.  My preferences 

are:  Google+, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest, 

YouTube, Rebel Mouse, and Tumblr. 

In Google+, Facebook, and LinkedIn you will also want to create your 

business pages. LinkedIn refers to their business pages as “Company 

Pages”.    

http://eleanorprior.com/
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After you have created all of these profiles you will want to create 

accounts for places that will help automate your social postings.  Here 

are my favorite sites and tools I use: 

http://IFTTT.com 

http://hootsuite.com I use the premium version  

http://friendsplus.me I use the premium version  

http://bufferapp.com (I refuse to pay for this service it is $10 a month 

so I only use the free version, between paying for HootSuite and 

FriendsPlus.me it works out to be a little over $10, I guess I sort of just 

picked my poison between the three.) 

TweetAdder.com  (I love, love my Tweet Adder) Word of warning make 

sure you don’t have tweets going out every second, I space my tweets 

15-45 minutes out and choose a minimum of tweets to go out daily.  

Easy Redirect Script (I cloak my affiliate links with this software to 

protect my commissions, I purchased an additional domain 

http://eleanorluvs.com and use this for my affiliate links) 

With IFTTT.com you create recipes and later on in the report you will 

find a link to my favorite recipes, basically what happens with 

IFTTT.com is I am curating my content and syndicating to all my other 

online properties.  

I use HootSuite when the product I am promoting has a time limited 

offer and I have wrote social media posts for the offer.  I usually save 

the posts in a text file on my desk top, for the most part you will re-use 

them when offers that are limited are re-launched, trust me on this. 

FriendsPlus.me is sort of the new kid on the block and is really good at 

what it does, if I post in Google+ it syndicates to the other accounts I 

have given it permission to access. 

http://eleanorprior.com/
http://ifttt.com/
http://friendsplus.me/
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TweetAdder use to be great for growing your Twitter following, but I 

never used it for that purpose, it just isn’t my style.  What I do use it for  

pretty much is for automating my tweets.   

Let’s get back to the RSS feeds (yes from my blog, auto responder, and 

all my social media profiles) that I told you would be your bestie.  I take 

my RSS Feeds and syndicate them everywhere I possibly can.   

TwitterFeed.com  

My Tweet Adder Software 

IFTTT.com 

You can view my favorite recipes on my IFTTT.com profile 

https://ifttt.com/people/eleanorprior .  I tend to get a little carried 

away and duplicate my recipes, if you do that just turn one of them off.  

No big!  Don’t forget to share your recipes, remember sharing is caring. 

http://eleanorprior.com/
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RSS For Social Media Profiles 

Now that you see how powerful IFTTT.com is, and just in case you don’t 

know what your social media RSS feeds look like, here are a few 

examples just remove my user name and replace it with yours: 

Pinterest 

http://pinterest.com/eleanorprior/feed.rss 

http://www.pinterest.com/eleanorprior/eleanor-priors-personal-

blog/rss and in this case your board name to. 

Facebook Fan Page RSS 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/edit/?id=384639411643185&tab=p

ublic 

So how do you find your Facebook page ID?  Here are some Snagits 

with the visual steps you need to follow. 

Step 1 – FB page  
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Step 2 – FB page 

 

Step 3 – FB page 

http://www.facebook.com/feeds/page.php?format=atom10&id=38463

9411643185 (remember to replace with your number) 

Twitter 

http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/user_timeline.rss?screen_name=the

eleanorprior 

Stumbleupon 

http://www.stumbleupon.com/rss/stumbler/eleanorprior/likes 

Images 

For my images and graphics I use PicMonkey.com which has a free 

version and a paid version.  Go with the paid it is only $30 for the year.  

For the whole year and the amazing graphic abilities it gives to non-

graphically inclined peeps like myself, is priceless. 

Then there is Presenter Media another amazing company with a great 

price point for the year and unlimited downloads.   Between these two 

sites I make great graphics for my blog posts. 
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Then there is Fiverr.com if it is beyond my graphic skills or I don’t want 

to take the time, I toss a 5 spot.  Speaking of Fiverr I also have gigs in 

there, myself and it is another way I generate funds. 

Plus I recently snatched up Sticky Social Media by Nicole Dean and 

Melissa Ingold.  It features 12 Free online services for creating graphics. 

Now you have all your profiles in place, your WordPress home is set up 

you are ready to rock and roll! 

Now on to my promotion process: 

Step 1  

I create a redirect for any product I am promoting with my Easy 

Redirect Script.  Why because there are thieves out there that like to 

steal your affiliate commissions.  Plus I can also see how many times my 

link has been clicked on and even throw in a QR Code if I want. 

Step 2  

I go to the sales page and pull out key points and turn them into tweets.  

If it is a great sales page I can usually pull out anywhere from 5 – 15 

tweets.   

If the product is evergreen these tweets automatically go into my 

Tweetadder and added to each of my Twitter accounts that I have 

automated with it.  (@TheEleanorPrior @VAGirlFriday @TheLVTweetup 

Psst.. are you following me?)  
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Hashtags are also your BFF’s and I try to include them in every tweet.   

On the following page you will see a screen shot with some example 

tweets from one of my Twitter profiles: 

http://eleanorprior.com/
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As stated early, if the product is not evergreen the tweets get auto 

scheduled in HootSuite and BufferApp. 

Step 3 

Time to write a blog post, and usually what I do is take the promotional 

email provided by the product creator and repurpose it into a blog post. 

Meaning I rewrite it to the best of my ability, sometimes I get lazy. (I 

use Yoast WordPress SEO for my sites optimization. You will learn in 

WPZero how to optimize your posts, categories, tags to be found.)  

These emails usually get repurposed into additional tweets and an 

image or two via PicMonkey. But I am getting ahead of myself because I 

talk about images in step 4. 

Step 4 

PicMonkey.com and Presenter Media so I can create an image for the 

blog post that will look great in Pinterest, Instagram, actually 

everywhere an image can travel.    

I always, always watermark the image with my cloaked affiliate link.  

Always, there are no if’s and’s or but’s to this step. Affiliate links do not 

play nice in Pinterest, so watermark. Check out the following two 

examples: 

http://eleanorprior.com/
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See why I love PicMonkey!  Can’t live without my PicMonkey, and 

speaking of them they have a great community in Google+ you should 

totally join.  Look if you are not in Google+ get there now!  I find my 

posts in there show up in Google searches.   

Step 5  

Host a Google Hangout all by myself – I do this one of two ways.  I read 

off the sales page points that made me want to buy.  If I have 

purchased the product I am promoting I show them that I purchased by 

http://eleanorprior.com/
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http://eleanorluvs.com/picmonkey
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sharing the PDF’s title page and briefly the Table of Contents or 

members area.  I end the hangout saying that I am an affiliate and if 

they purchase off of my link I would like to thank them. 

I then optimize the hangout which if you really want to learn about 

hangouts you must check out TubeMethod.  Not only do you learn how 

to do the hangouts but how to optimize your YouTube Channel. 

My future goal with the hangouts is to get a guest on with me, to talk 

about their product that I am promoting.  They don’t have to last 

forever you can do a 15 minute hangout.  Don’t think the creator of the 

product you are promoting will spend time with you?  Pay them for a 

15 – 30 minute block of their time and insist that it be via a live 

Hangout!  Use the Hangout Tool Box and the lower 3rds.   

What I do with the hangout besides creating and optimizing it? 

1. I embed it into the blog post. 

2. It goes directly into Tumblr, LinkedIn, and Twitter because of 

IFTTT.com. 

3. I also, have Facebook and Twitter connected to YouTube. 

4. I pin the video into Pinterest more than once at different times.  I 

have a board named “Eleanor Prior TV” and another named 

“Internet Products I Love” and then I collaborate on other boards 

so I can pin this video at 3 different times and even later on repin 

it a week or two down the road. (I may have said this more than 

once, look I’m a mom repeating myself comes by force of habit.) 

5. Rinse and repeat if the post is evergreen a week or two, month or 

three, down the line. 
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Step 6 

Publish the post. I have every intention of doing this each and every 

time I write a post and I forget sometimes, but you should write 3-5 

tweets for your post and put them in your TweetAdder. Not to mention 

other social posts that you can save on a spread sheet and re-use later. 

(Do as I say and not as I do  I tell my kids this all the time). 

Step 7  

I email my list and include the YouTube link to the hangout in the email.  

In the auto responder, you will want to add any social media elements 

for sharing that it has.  Then make sure to grab your newsletter / 

broadcasts RSS Feed and put that also in Tweet Adder and 

TwitterFeed.com so it will be tweeted out. 

Step 8 

Don’t forget your LinkedIn Company Page, share your updates there.  

There is so much more to LinkedIn Company Page’s then meets the 

eye. (Yep I am a Transformers Geek).  Here is my LinkedIn Company 

page I hope you will follow:  

https://www.linkedin.com/company/eleanor-prior 

Step 9  

Revisit the blog post and with your smart phone or by sending the 

picture to drop box.  However, you choose to do it, your next stop is 

Instagram.  Yes, I know you cannot put a clickable link in Instagram in 

the description.  However, when you share it to Facebook the link 

comes alive. However, you can hashtag the image till the cows come 

home and be found my mobile users interested in your topics. 

http://eleanorprior.com/
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One thing I have not implemented yet, but is part of the plan a quick 15 

second video introducing the new post, with an invitation to visit my 

home on the web in Instagram. 

Pin it to Pinterest.  I am not going to go into a Pinterest lesson here 

because we would be here for days and days, instead I am going to 

refer you to my good friend Cynthia Sanchez from 

http://ohsopinteresting.com she is Pintastic!    

I have a few boards that my images and hangouts can go on.  One that 

is named for my blog, another for my videos, internet marketing board, 

webinar board, and I accept invitations to collaboration boards on a 

regular basis.  Just read this post on my blog as to why I love 

collaboration boards:   

http://eleanorprior.com/benefits-cons-pinterest-collaboration-boards/ 

Step 10 

Share your post on your Google + profile and if you are using 

FriendsPlus.me then your post will travel into Facebook, Twitter, and 

LinkedIn.  Then in a day or two go back into Google+ and post it from 

your business page and it will travel again. 

Step 11 

I go into groups that I am in on Facebook and Google+ to share my 

posts, I am not to found of the groups in LinkedIn unless I am the 

creator of the group, then I post away.   

Speaking of which here are some of the groups and communities I have 

created and would love for you to join. 
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Google+ Communities 

Webinars Free and Paid 

Blog Hops and Link Parties 

The Kindle Cafe 

Social Sharing – It Takes a Village To Grow 

  

Facebook Groups 

Webinars Free and Paid 

Blog Hops and Link Parties 

You might be wondering why I would want you to join the above listed 

Google Plus communities and Facebook Groups.   I know you don’t 

open every email that is sent to you from lists that you have opted into 

(I don’t), so you might miss something but you are sure to get the 

notifications when the owner of the community/group makes a post.  It 

is another way to make sure your offer gets seen.  People choose to be 

in these groups to, so why not use them.  They are not a replacement 

for your autoresponder but a compliment.  

Another benefit of the group is people will get to know you better and 

connect with you as a friend or circle you.  When that happens 

everything you share on your personal profile is available for them to 

see.  Trust me I use my personal profiles for affiliate promotions all the 

time. 

http://eleanorprior.com/
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Step 11  

Email my list a last chance reminder of my promotion or I do a weekly 

recap email of what I had promoted for the week.  

In addition to the above, I have my RSS feed added into the automatic 

mail out once a week with new blog posts in Aweber. 

These next couple of ideas I have learned over the years from Jason 

Fladlien and other blogs I follow. This is more repurposing and where I 

fall short. 

Turn your blog post into a PDF or PowerPoint and submit it to sites like 

Scribd.net and SlideShare.net.  I would recommend the PowerPoint in 

SlideShare.net because you can add your Google Hangout to it also.   

Why do these additional sites and sites like them?  Because your 

affiliate links will live on these sites to and are clickable.  Both of these 

sites are extremely social.  Now if I only did what I am telling you to do 

here consistently.   

I have to remind myself that YouTube is not the only place to upload a 

video!  Google Hangouts are so wonderful you can download them and 

upload them other places. So, we will all do this together go and create 

an account at Vimeo.  Why Vimeo? Because, Vimeo along with YouTube 

videos play right inside of Pinterest.  

Facebook Ads - I am now just starting to play in Facebook ads, I am not 

an authority on them yet. But I can direct you to someone who is a 

Facebook ads expert, meet Don Wilson, he has a course called FB 

Architect.  

http://eleanorprior.com/
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You will also want to grab Jason Fladlien’s EdgeRule which is a 74 page 

PDF.  Simply put you could read EdgeRule in an hour... have it by your 

side as you set up your first campaign... and profit before the night's 

over.   

The last area I have dipped my toes into is Kindle I have wrote one book 

and outsourced another.  It is not as hard as we all want to think it is.    I 

recently held a virtual event around Kindle 

http://virtuallyobsessedevents.com.   

I am also starting to pay more attention to Amazon products as an 

affiliate.  I am not making anything to write home about there yet, so I 

won’t say too much.  But if you find yourself at Amazon, may I suggest 

you just click those social media sharing buttons, where they go your 

Amazon affiliate link goes with them.  

Creating your own products 

Look if I can create a PDF report, or host a Webinar, you can to.   Find 

something you are passionate about and teach.  Passionate people 

make Awesome Sauce product creators! Then use JVZoo for your 

affiliate program. 

Have I made money creating my own products before this report?  The 

answer is, Yes.  

The very first product I ever created was a how to PDF for WordPress.  I 

did not sell it.   

Next was a webinar I did on Pinterest for FREE to my list to those who 

could attend live.  Then those who wanted the replay had to purchase it 

for $7.00.  I sold about 10-15 of these.  Then I put it in Fiverr.com and 

sold it there. 

http://eleanorprior.com/
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My second product my LinkedIn Company Pages Webinar and PDF I did 

this the same way I did the Pinterest webinar. 

Then Miss Smarty Pants got brave and held an online summit – 

http://socialmedialearningseries.com and with a partner.  Total sales 

for the event $1,220.00 after I paid out the affiliates and my partner 

brought home $410.00.  Not a lot of money I know, however, it 

definitely was a start.   By the way I did not need a partner for this. 

My second virtual event I already mentioned was on Kindle 

http://virtuallyobsessedevents.com. These are not the final numbers: 

Brand new list 499 people added in 2 weeks time 

Affiliate Commissions subtotaling $724.00 

Net Sales after I paid affiliates subtotal - $290.95 

Check out the detailed case study and blueprint, my profit may be 

different by then.  

Also, in this report I share with you resources AKA affiliate links, which 

is another way you make money by creating products.  No doubt you 

will find one or two of my resources very useful to you and will add 

them to your affiliate tool box. This is what works for me, I hope that 

you will be able to use this report to profit yourself.  

You will want to find affiliate networks and my favorites are JVZoo, 

Nanacast, and Shareasale.  My favorite Vendors as you will be able to 

tell are Rapid Crush – Wilson Mattos and Jason Fladlien, Dennis Becker, 

and a few more. 

One last thing, if you just want to get started and don’t want to figure 

out how to set up your WordPress site, this is a service I offer.  This 

price is only available to those who have purchased this report - $297.  

My normal WordPress customization fee is $997-1597. 

http://eleanorprior.com/
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You can choose from one of the following child themes for the Genesis 

Framework from StudioPress, I have a developers license.  The Value of 

these themes when purchased with the Genesis Framework $80-100. 

Eleven40 

Prose 

Focus 

Mocha 

Quattro 

LifeStyle 

Beautiful 

Installation of my favorite plugins and a few premium plugins I have 

developer’s rights to.  Let me be very clear this is a Basic install not a 

full on customization of your site. 

After setup it will be in your best interest to purchase WPZero along 

with WPSecure and you will need to provide your own content. 

In conclusion, I would like to thank you for purchasing my report on 

how I promote affiliate products, I look forward to hanging out with 

you and answering your questions via the bonus Google Hangout.   

You will find the last few pages of this report are additional resources.  

These pages have some of my favorite tools and products I use. 

Full Disclosure:  This resource page is definitely full of my affiliate links. 

When you create your products you will want a resource page. 
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Additional Resources: 

 

Easy Redirect Script - Is the best cloaking script ever, it provides 

protection from commission theft and more! 

 

Payment Shield Pro - A digital guide to teach you how to mitigate the 

risk of having your PayPal account frozen or shut down. 

 

6 in 6 coaching - Interactive Coaching and Internet Training. 

 

500 in 24 - The top marketers discuss what they would do if they had to 

start over again from scratch and build an online business... 

 

Content Forever - For People Who Want To Create High Quality 

Content Easily… 

 

Stopwatch Copywriting - In 9 steps Jason can “program” a copywriting 

process into your mind that will practically guarantee your success 

when it comes to writing persuasive copy. 

 

Double Your Productivity For Life - How to get more stuff done and 

double your productivity in less than 24 hours from now. 
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E1KaD – Find Top Notch information and start learning to earn money 

online.  Dennis Becker specializes in high quality, low investment types 

of info products, and has helped countless thousands of Internet 

marketers build core business skills. 

 

7 Minute Articles - Does The Thought Of Writing Another WORD Makes 

You Cringe? 

 

48 Hour Report - Discover How You Can Create Valuable, In Demand, 

Helpful and ACTION-INSPIRING Information Products In Less Than 48 

Hours. 

 

TubeMethod - Everything you could ever want to know about Google 

Hangouts and optimizing your YouTube videos. 

 

What Happens In Vegas - Free 296-Page Book Reveals... "The Secret 

Underground Strategies of 15 Successful Internet Marketers!" 

 

Just Write It! How to Win Forum Friends and Influence People! – Why 

99.9% of Gurus are just plain wrong when they think the most 

important asset they have is their email list! 

 

Earn1KaDay Top Posts – So what’s Inside the Earn1KaDay Insiders Club 

Anyway?  Find out what everybody has been talking about!  
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Developing Peak Productivity – Free report reveals how to almost 

instantly slip into a state of peak productivity to triple or even 

quadruple your results!  

 

Coach Glue – How to get all the hot leads and clients you’ll ever need 

for your business!  They provide Tools, Templates, and Training to help 

Coaches to Make More Money, Run their Businesses Smoothly, and Still 

have time to live the Lifestyle they dream of. 

EasyPLR.com – Quality PLR Reports and Article Packs  

Special Report Club - High – Quality PLR Content You Can Actually Use! 

Check out their budget friendly PLR Content . 

Business Content PLR - Engage Your Customers Through Quality PLR 

Content.  Business Coaches, Service Providers and Small Business 

Owners.  

Best Quality PLR - Best Qualify PLR offers full, ready-for-market PLR 

products that are changing people’s expectations of what “good” PLR 

really is…Click to find out what makes them different. 

How to Write Profitable Short Reports -  "Short Reports System" 

Your 31-Day Guide To Making Money Writing  

And Sellling 7-15 Page Short Reports 

In Short Reports System, everything is broken down into daily action 

steps for 31 days. Most daily assignments are very quick to complete 

(you could easily do 4-5 in one day if you wanted). 
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Affiliate Marketing Secrets Explained - a training course that takes you 

through the process of choosing a niche, setting up a site, and finding the 

right products and services to recommend to your target market.  If you 

would like to add affiliate marketing as an income stream, then this is 

definitely the right course for you. 

Mail Truth - An unique audio file... that almost didn't get to see the 

light of the day. It contains insanely powerful... almost unfair... email 

marketing strategies and tips... that will let you quickly and easily write 

emails that get opened... read... and acted upon immediately. Creating 

those emails is going to be much more fun, too. No more dealing with 

"writer's block" or anything like that. 
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